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   Local is lekker….   

3 Months Passed. Not just 3 months, probably with lots of uncertainty, stress and just 

plain weird. 3 Months of lockdown. A period all current generations alive haven’t had 

to deal with before. We went from Lockdown Lvl 5 to 4 and we currently we in Lvl 3. 

Good news… as at least we can move around and go for drives within our provinces in 

our beloved Niva’s. During this period many local companies took a huge strain. 

Friends and family that had a good job’s and or companies suddenly lost their 

business, job or received half salaries. That’s when I realized that going forward, I’m 

going to support the local industry, my country and my community. buy local when you 

can, render a service locally if you can, buy from the community you part of, if you can, 

even if it will cost you a little bit more. As the people in your community invest in your 

town/country that will benefit yourself again. At the end by making these choices you 

will support the industry that will support you, your lifestyle and the things you love, 

which for our community is driving the little monster Nivas. Look after each other. 

        

  .    

.    
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In my mind, owning a Lada is a privilege.  Not a day goes by when I 

am driving it that I am not made aware of how bloody cool and 

capable these vehicles are. Some of the looks we have all become 

so accustomed to at the traffic lights or stop streets include the 

“vacant expression” – what is that? Some smile and nod in 

approval, others start chatting via the window but the height 

difference is generally so different that you get a stiff neck whilst 

repping the car in 35 seconds flat. Youngsters who have no idea 

what it is stare at you as their father’s cars turbo kicks in and his 

head whips with focused eyes…. 

Then you get the chatters, the guys at shops or petrol stations that 

“owned” one years ago or had a friend that did….they are all 

amazed to still see one on the road. People often state how 

capable this 4x4 is and then like to tell you that it’s based on a Fiat 

and and and….. But one thing that is certain is that someone will 

want to talk to you about the car, they show interest and 

enthusiasm, they speak of traversing mountain sides or ramping 

pavements…..they generally jump into a Fortuner or land cruiser 

soon after and rev the shit out of it. Then you get the Landy guys, I 

like to think of them as our “cooler” older cousins. Now you get a 

few types of Landy drivers too, you get the typical “man of Africa 

balli” that is constantly tanned and has wild hair…this is the best 

cooler cousin generally and knows the Lada very well he might even 

have owned one too or his mate in Knysna or some other hippy 

town did.. Some of the other cousins include the slick yuppies in 

their Kway puffers, they have no clue what this small bugged eye 

car is and generally walk straight passed as they throw their 

expensive take away coffee cup away and swagger off to do 

whatever it is that those people do….anyway I digress….This is 

about Lada, it’s also about people and the stories….(have you seen 

the new Grenadier by INEOS….shit that looks like something to be) 

 

So people are attracted to the vehicles….”can you still get 

parts?”…”I’ve been looking to buy one forever...” “Sure there are 

plenty available and really affordable, I can put you in touch with a 

guy who is selling one for like R25k….”….”Ok thanks boet, cheers” 

and that’s generally how it goes. Some follow up but very few buy, 

some linger on the whatsapp groups and forums fantasizing about 

owning one (like it’s a big decision) 

some sip the finest wine in their 

estates but still can’t find the money 

to buy one…maybe it’s a status thing 

for them. Anyway lots of questions 

are asked and if you have a female 

in the passenger seat this can 

become a problem…..not because 

the passenger seat is notoriously prone to breaking but because guys chat and chat and 

chat…. 

 

 

   LADA JOURNEYS    
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So you buy a Lada and you have done some homework, you have 

checked out the LOCSA forum, Baxters site, some Facebook pages 

with maniacs barking some language that only Ventz can decipher, 

you have probably joined various whatsapp groups and know that Big 

John doesn’t know what he wants (Joking), Gavin drives too fast and 

that guys like Mark & Ari seem to know every possible thing there is 

to know about these vehicles and cars in general. You realize that 

you are not the only weirdo driving a box out of Russia, there are 

many others. Some are struggling to find parts, time and money and 

others are climbing mountains for giggles in the Western Cape… You 

realize this is more than just a cool capable vehicle, it’s something 

more similar to a happy cult or a bunch of strangely likeminded 

humans but all exceptionally different. I haven’t met one plain kind of 

dude or las in or around a Lada.  

It doesn’t take long to realize that you have just bought yourself some new mates, laughs, hours of hard work and a 

plethora of knowledge and wisdom when you get in your “new” cab. The comradery and sense of brotherhood is real, the 

best part is that no one really has a big head, how could you? it’s just a Lada Niva… 

This is really just a freestyle writing piece and 

something quite refreshing from my 

conventional straight to the point work emails 

which I fire out faster than the Lada can travel. 

The Lada has taught me more about mechanics, 

engineering, patience, sweat and myself than 

any other car could ever. Our Lada has been 

within our family from new and it has taken Ruby 

and I extensively through South Africa. 

Numerous trips to the Eastern Cape from 

Durban, Hoedspruit, the Kruger National Park. 

We have been to 2 of the 3 national events and I 

use my car daily and clock up 1000’s of happy 

hot kilometres per month in KZN. 

I trust that everyone as well as their families are happy and healthy and I really look forward to meeting up with everyone 

soon. Look after each other and look after your Ladas, let’s keep the vehicles we so dearly love on the road and up the 

mountains rather than scrapped for parts and in the pounds. 

Salute.                                                                                                                                                    - Brett Markwell, Moderator (KZN) -   
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What hardcore offroad 4x4 is complete without a set of rocksliders flaring out of the 

side? But what about on our little Russian machines? Are they necessary? Do they 

help? What other considerations are there to take into account? 

First off, let's discuss what a rockslider is and does and what the difference is 

between rocksliders and sidesteps. Rocksliders consist of some sort of pipe or tubing 

(or a structure made of) that sits below the sills of the vehicle to protect the body from 

large rocks or when "bottoming out" over an apex. They need to be strong enough to 

hold the weight of the vehicle and not break or buckle on impact. Sidesteps or step 

plates are similar in design but are mainly just to help getting into a tall vehicle or 

getting to your roofrack, they are usually made of very thin steel and are just for 

“bling”. 

Do I need rocksliders? That will really depend 

on quite a few things, the first thing being 

what you use your Niva for? If your Niva rarely 

sees more than a few unswept leaves in your 

driveway and the odd speedbump I would say 

you are relatively safe, but you knew that 

already! On a serious note, the Niva's short 

wheelbase and relatively high ground clearance (especially if you have a lift kit  or larger tyres) 

makes easy work of almost anything you can throw at it for the average weekend warrior, 

dune demon or bushwhacker! 

If, on the other hand, you are quite a serious offroader and frequently go to venues and events that have grade 3 and up or you notice 

that your sills are getting caught up on obstacles then you definitely may want to consider a set! 

Along with the obvious and already stated advantages of rocksliders there 

are a few that may also benefit your Niva. First of all, it adds structural 

support. Lots of Ladas (especially on the coast) have rust on their sills that 

isn't good news for a monocoque vehicle. Another benefit of rocksliders on a 

Niva is that it enables you to use a high-Lift jack which is otherwise not 

advised unless you reinforce the bumpers or make some kind of 

modification to the existing jack brackets. 

What are the downsides of Rocksliders? The first and biggest downside is 

the weight. A good sturdy set of rocksliders could easily weigh more than 

20kgs which makes a surprisingly big difference on a small vehicle like the 

Niva. Another drawback is that the sliders reduce ground clearance, however 

a well designed set shouldn't reduce ground clearance by much and in my opinion also increases "useable" ground clearance because 

you can tackle obstacles with fear of damaging your vehicle. 

Considerations when constructing your rocksliders/sidesteps.  

• Mounting, the general consensus is that they should be mounted 
inside, or on the outsides of the Niva’s existing jack brackets as there 
is no chassis to mount it to and you risk tearing your body.  

• Depth that they protrude outward, this may affect your clearance 
when driving at an angle but adds protection to your doors when 
navigating high obstacles like trees and posts.  

• Materials, I am not going to go into details here as that would be an 
article on its own and there is tons of info available online but you 
must consider whatever you use must be able to take the weight of 
the vehicle. Also remember that strength comes from design not 
materials! 
 

In conclusion, rocksliders are a relatively cheap and simple upgrade for anyone with access to basic fabrication equipment. 
Whether you decide to build a pair for some serious of roading or just some bushveld bling, get out and enjoy your Niva! 

 

                         - Courtney Johnson, Moderator (Gauteng ) -  

   DIY - ROCKSLIDERS   
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  BEN 10 CHALLENGE – PART 2  

(continued from Part 1…) Following a wet and cold but 

awesome national LOCSA event at Hogsback, and a cracking 

first half to our Ben10 adventure, we were excited and rearing 

to get on the road for the second half of our quest to be the 

first Ladas to complete the challenge. Unfortunately, with the 

seemingly endless kilometres of corrugated dirt road and and 

rough terrain we had covered so far, my poor Lada, Eddie, at 

this point had taken a bit of a beating… I had broken a rear 

shock mounting, broken my roof rack mountings, and to top it 

off my window mechanism broke! 

Luckily, we managed to make a plan with the shock mounting 

with the help of Chris, our local Lada guy, and the window 

would have to be wedged in place with a screwdriver for now. 

The main issue was to get the roof rack welded up again. We 

managed to find a welder in town to get it done, hoping it 

would be a 10-minute job, but as always there is never such a 

thing as “gou gou” so 3 hours later we were off and ready to 

go! 

 

By this time it was 11AM and we didn’t have much time to 

waste if we were to make it to our stop before nightfall. We 

made our way back from Hogsback to Maclear where we filled 

up and grabbed a bite and headed up the now familiar Barkley 

pass towards Rhodes and then finally the last stretch to our 

first destination, Lundean’s neck pass. Eventually, we got to 

the dirt road leading to the pass at around 16:30, where we 

stopped quickly to deflate tyres and have a quick meeting to 

get our plan of action together. By now it was getting late and 

we were still very far and had two passes before we get to our 

end point, Tiffendell ski resort. It was decided that we would 

make haste and see where we end up, we would look for 

accommodation along the way and if all else fails we would 

just find a place to wild camp along the side of the road.  

After a beautiful drive, passing local a few herders in 

traditional Basotho clothing and with dusk slowly approaching 

we hit Lundean’s pass, which started off smooth and flowing 

but quickly became eroded and there was a scattering of 

relatively deep dongas to navigate. We hit the summit of the 

pass just before nightfall where we took a quick picture and 

got back on our way. The pass down had me super excited as I 

got to test out my 

newly installed 

spotlights, and boy 

what a difference! 

We drove in the dark 

towards the 

Volunteershoek pass 

on an eerie 

corrugated dirt road, 

the day had been 

long we were weary 

and hungry. A quick conversation on our radios deemed it unwise to 

continue further and we decided to find a spot to camp and settle 

down for the evening. After checking out a few potential spots, a 

clearing was found hidden behind the cover of a line of trees that 

seemed perfect to protect us from the wind and out of sight from 

the road.  

Camp was set up in a jiffy and soon we were busy cooking! It was 

not long and the cold really started setting in so we were glad that 

Bianca’s famous pasta was on the menu, warm and hearty and just 

what we needed after a long day. It wasn’t long after we had 

finished eating and had a cup of piping hot coffee that we turned in 

to our respective tents.  

We got up and packed the camp right at dawn, there would be no 

sleeping in for us as we had to catch up for the time lost the 

previous day! We didn’t need thermometers in our cars or weather 

reports to tell us it was cold, our tent had frozen inside and out! We 

quickly got our bearings and plan together as today we had to reach 

the summit of 5 mountain passes, and still make it 400km to our 

resting place for the evening. We headed off, a few short kilometres 

and we were met with the iconic “4x4 Only” sign at the foot of the 

Volunteershoek pass. 

The pass starts with a relatively precipitous rocky climb and 

gradually becomes smoother but very steep. Not too long up this 

steep climb I saw Remco stopping and couldn’t seem to get going 

again, I got out to help and it was made clear he had clutch issues 

as he couldn’t get his car in gear and pulling away was also difficult. 

There was not much we could do right there so he would have to leg 

it to get going and keep momentum going until we get through the 

pass. Not too far though the pass levelled out a bit and the sheer 

incline was replaced with stunning switchbacks slithering along the 

Wartail mountains. It took us about 40 to hit the iconic cottage 

hanging off the 

side of the 

mountain which 

marks the 

summit of the 

pass, from here 

it was just an 

8km dirt road to 

Tiffendell ski 

resort which was 

our next stop 

and the centre-

point of most of 

the passes we 

had to complete for the day.  

When we got to Tiffendell we had a quick walkaround and tried to 

find someone who could point us to the start of the iconic Ben 
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Macdui pass, or the “Ben Mac” as the locals knew it… This is 

the highest driveable point in South Africa and was definitely 

near the top of our list milestones for the trip! We managed to 

find someone to point us in the right direction while the ladies 

freshened up after our adventure in the bush the previous 

evening. 

We headed up behind the resort and crossed the ski slope 

which is now just a field of green grass which leads up to the 

foot of the pass, in front of us we could see the pass zig 

zagging up the hill to the top. We engaged low range and got 

straight into it with tight steep rocky switchbacks that our  two 

Ladas made easy work of. You can really feel the affects of the 

high altitude on our engines at this point, and black fuel rich 

smoke was coming out of the back of Remco’s exhaust! The 

tight hairpin bends were easy in the Ladas and I can imagine 

they take quite a bit more planning in bigger, longer 4x4s. 

Once we had made the first initial climb the road splits left to 

the maintenance road for the resort and to the summit of the 

pass to the right… From here the pass follows the fence up the 

hill and the track deteriorates quickly although it was not so 

steep there where very steep “steps” up the hills that are 

definitely not for novice drivers as a wrong move could easily 

send you rolling 500 metres down the mountain side! Luckily 

both Remco and I got up easily enough and quickly we hit the 

plateau at the top! “Yeah!” I exclaimed and patted Eddie on 

the dashboard when we got up the last serious obstacle 

without so much as a bit of hassle! With grins from ear to ear 

both Remco and I got out in the frigid wind the take in what we 

had just done, we also made fun of an abandoned broken 

down ‘Cruiser that we passed on our way up! Not long though 

in the icy cold wind and we had our pics and were getting 

ready to descend, where we would get a lekker warm 

breakfast and hot cup of coffee at the ski resort…   

 

The descent was an eye opener as not only had we not noticed 

the breath-taking views from the top, we also didn’t realise 

how scary and steep the trail was! The descent really is more 

intimidating and dangerous, but that is part of the fun I guess! 

When we got to the resort again the Ladies went to the 

restaurant inside and ordered us some breakfast while Remco 

and I saw what we could do to his clutch. While we were busy 

outside, Mr ‘Cruiser (whose Landcruiser we found abandoned 

on the pass earlier) came to chat and poke fun at us fiddling 

with our Ladas. We quickly reminded him that our cars cost 

less than just his aftermarket accessories or his mud terrain 

wheels alone and WE didn’t have to leave our car on the mountain 

because of a breakdown, which he didn’t enjoy very much and 

quickly made a retreat when he realised he was losing the 

argument here. With us chuffed at our little victory and having done 

what we could on Remco’s clutch we headed up and had an 

awesome breakfast and a cappuccino in the warm restaurant. 

 

It was now 09:30 and we were on our way again to our next pass, 

Carlileshoekspruit pass, which is the main access road to Tiffendell 

ski resort. It is a relatively smooth dirt road and was a welcome 

relief after the rocky and corrugated roads we had been battered by 

the last few days. A short trip down the road and we are at the 

summit, a quick pic and we were on our way back to the foot of our 

next pass the “TTT”. 

The “TTT” (the Tiffendell-Tenahead traverse) is a route that runs 

between Tiffendell and Tenahead on private farm roads. This was a 

nice relaxing 4x4 pass, definitely not for a normal car but easy in a 

high clearance offoader with a few fun hills and little rocky sections 

to saunter over. We travelled easily along the trail that had plenty of 

farm gates to open and passed some friendly hikers who we had a 

short chat with. Not to far from the end Remco contacted me on the 

radio and told me to stop, he could see my rear shock hanging out 

below my diff. It seemed my rear shock mount that we had repaired 

at Hogsback had broken again on the corrugated roads, not much 

we could do so we simply removed the shock absorber completely 

and headed on our way. Wasn’t long after and we were met with the 

Tenahead resort which marked the end of the pass.  

Moving straight along to save time we headed towards our last pass 

to complete the Ben10 challenge, the Naude’s Nek pass. The pass 

was also quite easy and flowing along the side of the rocky highland 

mountains, I had to take it easy though as driving with a fully laden 

Lada without a shock absorber was quite uneasy to say the least! 

We came to the signboard quite quickly where we took our pics and 

stuck the customary LOCSA sticker… The rest of the pass was 

driven with a smile and a heavy sense of achievement as this my 

first real adventure with Eddie, my pride and joy… 

After all this it was still another 100km of dirt roads and another 

400km in the Transkei until we could rest up. At just after 20:00 we 

arrived at our resting destination of Umzumbe surf camp where we 

were met by surfer dude and a fully stocked bar fridge! Now that’s 

what I call an adventure and it wasn’t even nearly over yet for us! 

The next day would be the legendary Sani pass, but that is a story 

for another day…. 

                                          - Courtney Johnson, Moderator (Gauteng) -
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                Reflection on the LOCSA National events  

 

 And so it was back in 2017, that the very first LOCSA Annual National Get-Together was born. Destination – Clarens on the border of 

Eastern Free States and Lesotho with plenty of mountainous terrain. A seemingly idyllic location with the interesting ‘arty’ town itself, 

plus the surroundings and the great program of events including recovery tips, maintenance discussion etc, it was a packed long 

weekend and quickly became a ‘must-do’ event. 

I still remember my own mild surprise at how ‘quickly’ we arrived in Clarens. Elize and I were cruising back roads sedately at 100-

110kmh in no rush at all (we had the whole day to get there…), and suddenly we were there, and not even a single hiccup from 3M. 

It turned out to be very indicative of the whole weekend as everything went smoothly – no real dramas were had, no big breakdowns, 

and lots of laughs. 

Old Mill Drift was definitely a trail to remember. lots of rocky sections, dizzying heights and Big Sky views!! We completed it with only 

the occasional underbody bump and scrape. and that with 4 adults onboard and standard suspension!! These Nivas are Good!! 

Sadly, it had to end somewhere and soon we were cruising back to Jo’burg with lots of memories and an empty coolerbox… 

   

Fast-forward 12 months, and everyone was revved up (literally…) for 

Gariep Dam – this time with Donkerpoort 4x4 Trail on the cards, AND the 

Capetonians were coming in force !!. The format of the weekend was 

much the same, but as they say…’if it ‘aint broke…don’t fix it’.  The 

Capetonians didn’t pay much attention to that one – they sommer rebuilt 

a diff in the parking lot one afternoon, and still made it back to the Mother 

City. 

Unfortunately, wifey couldn’t make this one – but I had a cunning plan. 

My sister and brother-in-law were visiting from the UK for my Mom’s 80th 

birthday, so I ‘rescued’ my brother-in-law from a certain death-by-shopping 

mall, and off we went to Gariep – a boys weekend doesn’t get much 

better than this !! During the many relaxing hours, we spent on the road, I 

discovered he has a Suzuki Jimny back in the UK – also with bigger tyres 

etc. He was very impressed with the Niva’s capabilities and space (ha ha, 

who would have thought that !!). 

Sadly, this weekend also came to a memorable end, but not before we 

had what was probably the biggest line-up of Nivas ever in SA (that I’ve 

witnessed anyway…heh heh).  
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Roll-on 2019, and the mystical Hoggsback high in the Eastern Cape Mountains beckoned. 

DRAMA.. AGAIN.. I was without a co-pilot (Wifey had commitments, and my son was 

working) oh what to do???  

Jump in the Niva and go alone, that’s what !!    So I did….for my longest Niva drive ever at 

about 800km one way. At least I had a lot of packing space for the beers……and another 

great weekend it turned out to be. Ferndale 4x4 was another great trail - Man, there’s 

some veeerry beeeg mountains out there. It wasn’t quite as technical as Old Mill Drift 

outside Clarens, but that’s fine because not everyone wants a tough trail. In fact, some 

people don’t want any trail, and prefer to sight-see. That’s what makes these weekends 

so nice – it’s the variety on offer, and there’s no pressure. We even had plenty of rain on 

the weekend – problem?? NOPE, head to the pub and sample the local craft beer!! 

As with all the National Niva Get Together weekends we’ve had so far, it ended off with lots of banter and a Prize-Giving. The 

organisers have managed every year to put together some nice modest prizes, and we even had some prizes sponsored by Lada 

Power. It doesn’t matter how big or small the prizes are, everyone had fun, and I’m pretty sure everyone will do again (money, and 

Covid-19, permitting). 

Another lekker road trip home rounded off a memorable weekend, and 3M got a well-deserved service. She still hasn’t missed a 

beat… 

  

                                                                                                                    - Peter Kleynhans, LOCSA Chairman 2017/2020 (Gauteng) - 
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   NATIONAL LOCSA EVENT   2020   

2020  we will have our fourth National LOCSA event.   

  

Currently we all experiencing the government  

response to the Covid - 19  epidemic. At this stage   NO   

new events will be organized. However, the National  

LOCSA 2020 event is taking p lace end of September.  

The organizers are confident that by then restriction  

of movements between provinces will be lifted.  

It has still been advised to book with the Organizers. 

  If the travel ban is not lifted by September the National    

event will be unfortunately cancelled. Keep this in mind. 

the organisers will make local plans if this is the case

  


